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on jack stands and removed the wheels and 
tires so they wouldn't flat spot. And there it 
remained. Day in, day out, year after year, 
cocooned in the Connecticut garage, waiting 
for someday. 

The big obvious question here is 
"why?". Why would a then 54 year old man 
take his new car, a relatively non-exotic 340 
powered Dodge Demon and not drive it? 
Furthermore, why would anyone place a car 
with only 2,500 miles on stands and then 
spend the next 25 years overseeing its 

preservation? That question will likely 
never be answered. 

In 1996, Mr. John Sweeney finally 
decided it was time to sell his preserved 
Demon, and through a word-of-mouth deal, 
the car was picked up by collector Brad 
Denney in St. Louis, MO. Brad picked the 
car up directly al Mr. Sweeney's garage. 
What little is known of the car's past history 
came from this one-time meeting with the 
original owner. 

For three years, the Demon sat once 
more in St. Louis in Brad's impressive collec
tion, until the need came to liquidate a few cars 
to make room for others. That's when Ted 
Stephens of Stephens Performance told Tim 

about the car and urged him to have a look. 
Tim had recently sold a pristine 

AAR 'Cuda and was looking for a new ride. 
Initially not all that enthused with the idea of 
replacing his AAR with a Demon, it took lay
ing eyes on the car to convince rum this was 
something extraordinary. In 2000, the 
Demon moved to Wanamaker, IN, and the 
garage of Tim Kinslow. 

Being an exec with CarBrite auto 
polishes, Tim knows how to clean a car, and 
that's about all he did to the Demon once he 
got it home to Indiana. The under side was 
pressure washed, then the engine bay was 
cleaned of dust and dirt, then the whole car 
got a very basic wash and wax job, and that's 
it. Literally, everything you're looking at is 
1971 original equipment. We're not exagger-

The rare floor mounted cassette player shows 
110 evidence of having ever been used, and the 
original microphone is still i11 the glovebox, 
still wrapped in the plastic bag it was shipped 
in! We've ,iever see11 that little touch before. 
We've seen seat belt buckles still wrapped in 
plastic, but never a microphone still bagged 
and unused. 

ating when we say this thing's as close to 
mint as they come. 

Allow us to add some emphasis on 
how well preserved the Demon is. Check out 
the cadmium plating on the brake booster; that's 
factory. Check out the paint over spray on the 
exhaust manifolds, that's factory too - the 340 
hasn't run long enough to burn the paint off. 
The Thermoquad's gaskets are original. 

Those are the original Polyglas 
tires, and they still have the little "tits" on 
them that new tires used to have. The jack 
has never been moved from the day it was 
installed. This thing's running on its original 
spark plugs, original plug wires, and those 
are all the factory belts, hoses, and cables. 
The original air filter looks like new. The 
cassette player's microphone has never been 
unwrapped and is still in the original plastic 
in the glove box. 

Inspection marks, paint splotches, 
you name it, it's here. And the paperwork? 
Everything from an absolutely mint broadcast 
sheet retrieved from over the glove box to the 
original mint condition window sticker, sales 
receipt, the original title, everything. They 
simply don't get any better than this. 

After putting only 60 miles or so on 
the odometer, and bringing the Demon to two 
shows, Tim sold the Demon last July. Yes, it 
continues to live a life of pampered ease. 
Like ourselves, Tim was always curious as to 
why John Sweeney placed the car in hiberna
tion to begin with. After years of trying, he 
has been unable to find Mr. Sweeney, who 
would be 84 these days. Whatever his rea
soning, the hobby owes Mr. Sweeney a dept 
of gratitude, for anyone who's restoring a '71 
Demon now has an absolute! y perfect original 
example to use as a guide. >I< 

Check out the trunk mat, the r11bber, a11d the naked steel• everywhere you look, this baby 
looks bra11d new! There's no rust, no dirt, no flaws whatsoever, except those which the 
car was born with. The cad plating 011 the jack is dazzling, and it is honestly believed the 
jack has never been moved from its resting place since it was put there on the assembly 
line in 1971! 
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